
LoreWars One Shot – War on the Spire 

 

This is a one shot created for LoreWars. This one shot takes place after the creation of The Fate. This one 

shot is meant to be played by four players on of which is the Game Master. This can be played through 

the LoreWars Guidebook or through Demo Handbook. This page should be read by the Game Master. 

The black text is meant to be read aloud and the red text is for the Game Master only. The player 

characters will start at level one. Have Fun! 

 

 

 

In the Realm of the sanctuary the party find themselves attending the hall of the Elements in Reed. Reed 

is one of the largest cities in the Sanctuary and is one of the three major strong holds of the magic 

society. Reed contains one of the spires that are barracks for the white spire knights. These knights are 

the enforcers for the magic society. The hall of the elements is home to a few Wizard Lords that are on a 

council and regulate all elemental magics. The council includes 

Azara Blaze – The Wizard Lord of Fire 

Tygust Oz – The Wizard Lord of Air 

Sy Marketh – The Wizard Lord of water and ice 

Dargarius Maximus – The Wizard Lord of Earth 

Vox – The Wizard Lord of Lightning  

Symia Argon – The Wizard Lord of Cosmic 

And the Council’s Leader, Gracius the Wizard Lord of fusion magics. 

Today is the day that the council will speak on the new version of the magic manifesto. The magic 

manifesto discusses types of magics each type of citizen should be using, for instants what spells are 

deemed useful for day to day tasks, which are deemed to be humane to be used by law enforcement 

and which should be illegal to be used.   

The hall is extremely large and has two stories with a massive, raised area on the northern part of the 

building that holds a large meeting table where seat the Wizard Lords. On the southern part of the 

building there are multiple pews filled with mortals. On the second story there are multiple fully 

armored knights in a beautiful pearl white suite of armor each with a mace and shield.  

As the meeting starts the citizens are all chatting and a massive magic blue dragon flies in from the front 

doors and flies around the building until finding a home on a large stone perch behind the Wizard Lords. 

It would be common knowledge this is the other Wizard lords in the other two cities watching over this 

event.  



Gracius stands up and addresses the citizens. The party sits in the crowd awaiting the latest news in the 

magic society. Gracius starts to go over the logistics of the new documents when shortly into the speech 

you hear a low and almost ominous voice from the entrance of the building. The voice says “this is a 

pretty scene of those with power dictating those without power.” Everyone looks to see a mass of 

billowing cloaks with a black mask covering the face. The mask is that of an antelope.  Gracius asks “and 

who are you?” Of which the figure replies “We are Night Forest” suddenly the party notice multiple 

people in the hall of elements have put these black masks on. Gracius begins to speak “what is going 

on?” However, before she can even finish what she is saying the original figure is behind her. The party 

sees a glimmer of red as a ruby red sword is held up in the sky. Suddenly there is a red mark that 

resembles an “x” with a circle around it on the forehead of Gracius. Just then a huge gust of wind shoots 

the figure up through the ceiling of the hall. Tygust and Vox follow up after him. The people in the masks 

around the room start attacking the White Spire knights and the other Wizard Lords. The party see 

immediately to their right a white spire knight being attacked by the assailants.  

( combat is with three masked Rebels , The white spire knight will help) 

Setting for this combat is a small area of the Hall of the Elements. There are a few pews and above the 

party is the balcony. The party will fight three masked rebels and the Game Master will control one 

white spire knight. 

 

Masked Rebels  

Hp – 50 Brave – 10 Speed – 5 

A – 1-10 sealing strike (seals for a turn and deals 30 damage), 11-20 Martial Art attack x2 

D – 1-5 dodge 

 

White Spire Knight 

Hp -- 200 Brave – 18 Speed – 7 

A 1-10 Golden thunder strike (uses shield to create shock wave that sends target back three spaces ) 11-

20 x2 

D – 1-5 block 

 

(After the combat, the party achieves level 2) 

 

After the fight, the knight tells the party to be careful these rebels are trying to seal the magic of the 

Wizard Lords, You better leave the fight to them!  

As he says this a massive chunk of the second story balcony crumbles down over the party when it is 

suddenly stopped by a magic yellow glow that silhouettes the rocks. The party looks over and sees 



Dargarius casting an earth spell to stop the rocks , but as he does three masked figures strike him with 

their palms and with a burst of energy you now see a blue “x” on his head. You also see Gracius bound in 

steel wires. The guard tells you to run for the front door as he pushes you just before the magic wears 

off and the rocks fall to the ground.  

 

The party run for the doors and leave the hall of elements a mass a bunch of people are running out the 

door. After leaving you do you see a crack of lightning across the sky and see Vox leaping off the roof of 

the building. Followed by a blur of motion your eyes make out the cloaked figure with the red sword 

move what seems like through Vox. They both fall and land among the crowd, where people quickly run 

away. After the crowd disperses you see Vox stagger to his feet and on his head is a red “x” with a circle 

around it. He makes a jab towards the standing cloaked figure expecting lightning to form. However, 

nothing comes out. The masked figure says “you are no longer in control” as he quickly dashes forward 

and kicks Vox, sending him flying into the building. Tygust then yells from the roof “this ends now” She 

then spins as winds spiral around her and carry her down between you and the cloaked figure. The 

masked figure says “ well I see we have some brave souls defending the Wizards but your nothing to 

me” As he says this he reveals a scroll from within his cloak and with a quick few words a small black 

vortex appears behind each of the party members sucking them into it.  

The party members see black typhons of energy for a few minutes, before they die away to reveal a 

stone room where the party all sees one another.  

The party sees a large entrance room. With a large red carpet, the streets across the floor. Immediately 

the party sees a grand staircase heading up to a balcony. There is a beautiful chandelier lighting the 

building up. There are eight doors visible. Two straight ahead on either side of the staircase, two up on 

the balcony, two on their right and two on the left. As the party is looking around they hear an eerie 

voice screech “ hello I guess master sent me visitors” the voice belongs to  a blue silhouette of a woman 

raising from the floor and it starts to float in front of them. “I am Annabelle the ghost servant of the 

person who put you here, He is fair , he only wants equality for mortals. He does not like that people are 

trying to control magic, to him it as if someone telling you how much air to breath. “She says. “To escape 

his pocket dimension you must simply find the key, well all six of them I should say” She hackles. If you 

need me I’ll be watching, you with joy!  

The party may approach however they would like us the map as a guide. 



 

 

Balcony Door Left – This door leads to a treasury revealing four treasure chests that can be looted 

Balcony Door Right – this room is round and has a dome for a roof, there is a large stone sun dial in the 

middle of the room and the celling is about 30 feet high. In the celling are multiple white dots painted 

resembling the stars. The sun however is a brilliant ruby that has been carved into the structure. If the 

players get the ruby , as it is one of the keys. It will burn whomever holds it for 30 damage per turn 

Staircase left door – This leads to a stair case to the basement 

Staircase door right – this also leads to the basement 

Main room right door – this room leads to multiple paintings and sculptures. (there are four paintings 

and if touched the party member will be teleported into them leading to a full action encounter) 

Painting one – this painting is of a volcano erupting over a village (the party member must make 3 

actions before failing 3 

Painting two – This painting is of a large avalanche coming down a mountain (the party member must 

make 4 actions before failing 3) 



Painting three – This painting is a village square, when teleported inside a town’s person will hand you a 

gold crusted dagger and yell I found him! The guards will begin to chase you (the party member must 

make 5 actions before failing 3, if they escape they will leave the painting with the dagger , it is one of 

the keys) 

Painting four – This painting is of a pack of lions in the prairie ( the player must make 3 actions before 

failing 3) 

 

Main Room Right Door 2 – This room is a grand bedroom with a full bed, closet, mirror, end table and 

such. (if someone tries to open the closet it will open into a large maw of teeth and sprout legs and 

arms. The party now is in combat with a closet mimic, who ever tried opening it will have taken a bite 

for 50hp.) 

Closet Mimic – 100hp , Brave 10 , Speed – 4 

A – 1-5 bite x2, 6-10 clothes web ( spits yarn that entangles target) , 11-20 Bite and claw x3 

D – 1-5 block 

(after this combat the mimic will split up a green and gold tunic ( this is a key) The party also can level 

up. 

 

Main Room Left Door –There is a large chess board in the middle of the room with two velvet couches , 

you hear Annabelle huffing “I don’t want to play chess , instead they’ll kill you” You see her head 

protruding from the wall. Then the black pawns grow and start running towards the party.If the party 

break the chess board skip to the end of the combat. 

(the part is combat with 8 pawns) 

Pawn – 25 hp, Brave – 4, Speed 5 

A – 1-5 miss, 6-10 normal, 11-20 x2 

D – 1-5 dodge 

 

(after they are killed the two rooks will animate and attack) 

Rook – 75hp, Brave- 18, speed 5 

A – 1- 10 normal, 11-20 x2 

D – 1-10 block 

 

(after the rooks die the knights will animate and attack) 

Knight – 75hp, Brake 20, speed 7 



A 1-10 x2, 11-20 x3 

D – 1-5 reflex 

 

(after the knights die the bishops will animate and attack) 

Bishop – 50hp – Brave 10 – Speed -10 

A – 1-5 blinding light, 6-10 normal, 11-20 x2 

D – 1-5 dodge 

 

(after the bishops die the queen and king will animate and attack) 

Queen – 100 hp, Brave 21, Speed 20 

A – 1-5 lightning bolt (paralyze and x2) , 6-10 fire ball x2 + 30 burn, 11-15 Water gale ( push 5 spaces and 

x2), 16-20 rock spike x3 

D – 1-5 dodge 

 

King – 100hp, Brave 19, Speed 5 

A – 1-5 loyalty shout (+ 10 to will roll, make enemy attack another enemy), 6-10 x2, 11-20 x3 

D – 1-5 reflex 

 

(after the king dies, he will retake his chess piece form, this is one of the keys) 

(after this combat the party can level up) 

 

Main room left door 2 – this room is a large kitchen/ dining room with a set of dining room silverware. 

There is one golden cup on the table at the head. (this is one of the keys) Once the part grabs it they two 

rats will scurry across the table and grow into human size. Each will try attack party members. 

Rat person  

50hp, brave 7, speed 10 

A – 1-5 infection bite (3 of these on a player will put them into death saving) , 6-15 normal, 16-20 x2 

D – 1-5 reflex 

 

(after this combat the party can level up) 



 

 

Basement – this room has a large circular stone on the ground with six pedestals around it 

(the party must put the six items on the pedestals and will be teleported to the next part) 

If the players have all five currently available then Annabel will appear laughing, “I hide this one on you, 

but you’ve amused me long enough” she will hand them a silver ring.  

 

After activating the basement alter, the circular platform will shake and glow as the black vortex 

surrounds it. After a few minutes it will die down revealing they are now inside the hall of elements next 

to the cloaked figure. He looks over and you hear him say “you weren’t supposed to escape that soon!” 

as he says that a blast of flames hits him and send him through the walls of the building. You look to 

where it came from and see Wizard Lord Azara who says “thank you adventurers! Because you 

distracted him, I was able to catch him off guard. “She walks through the hole in the wall and the party 

follows to find the cloaked person missing. With another look around you notice everyone who was 

wearing one of those masks is gone. Azara says “that person was able to seal our magics away if we 

were cut with that ruby sword, I believe it was permanent as well. They took Gracius and I do not think 

this is the last we will hear from Night Forrest. We must warn the schools and councils of this anti magic 

terrorist group, Thank you for your help” 

 

This is the end of the one shot! Thank you for playing and we hope you rise to the occasion to destroy 

Night Forest! 

 

 

 


